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Abstract
Nowadays, aerogel materials are some of the lightest thermal insulation materials available on the construction market; 
they are produced by the mixing of polymers with solvents since they create a gel. Insulated fibrous-enhanced forms are the 
most frequently used ones. The type, which is used for thermal insulation, is usually produced by mixing the glass fiber net 
with the liquid–solid solution. The present paper talks about the structural modifications caused by heat treatment of the 
aerogel-reinforced with fiberglass. The aerogel probes were subjected to thermal annealing, and once they got isothermal 
heat treatments for weeks at 70 °C, moreover, untreated samples were subjected to stepwise thermal treatments between 100 
and 250 °C for 1 day. Both the heat treatments were executed in dryer equipment under atmospheric air. Changes both in the 
structure and in chemical bonds of the untreated and annealed samples were followed. Raman spectra have been obtained for 
the samples. The structural changes have an influence on the studied material as well as in thermal properties. The structural 
and thermal properties were put under investigation after executing heat treatments on them. Jumps in the thermal conduc-
tivity could be connected with some structural changes. Due to the annealing intensity of the peaks connected with Si–O, 
crystalline SiO is increased, while CH, CH2, CH3, –OH and others are decreased.
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Introduction

A possibility to moderate the applied energy of buildings 
and to reduce the emission of both  CO2 and other green-
house gases is to apply building or pipe insulations. Nowa-
days, the use of advanced insulation materials is truly wide-
spread. The development of advanced or the so-called super 
insulation materials points to reach energy, since money sav-
ings, and it is an important focus point in the building sector 
[1–4]. Aerogels, pyrogels and cryogels are a special class of 
materials having nanostructure with very low density and 
very high porosity, having tuneable physicochemical behav-
ior. Silica aerogels are open cell, mesoporous materials and 

have reasonable thermal conductivity (λ ≈ 0.017 W/mK) [5]. 
They have very good properties like low dielectric constant, 
low density, low speed of sound as well as high porosity. 
Besides the vacuum insulation panels, aerogel materials are 
said to be the most promising thermal insulations. It was 
presented in several articles that either the fibrous or the 
transparent and the translucent types are some of the most 
state-of-the-art and reasonable heat insulators. They are 
produced from gels by supercritical, ambient or cryogenic 
drying. They are manufactured most widely from silica alco-
gels, most often prepared from silica gel [6–11]. The thermal 
stability is an important parameter, which should be studied 
for these materials. In the last decade, numerous (hundreds 
of) papers presented that aerogel could be the most promis-
ing building or pipe insulation material, with possible appli-
cations in the industrial sector, too. Fibrous insulations with 
high melting point, e.g., mineral wool, rock wool as well 
fiberglass-reinforced aerogel, can be used not only for insu-
lating building walls but for the insulation of pipes furnaces 
or chimney. Therefore, they have to stand at higher tem-
peratures. Ng and his colleagues reported the alterations in 
the aerogel-incorporated mortar caused by curing at raised 
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temperatures [12]. The investigations of the temperature-
induced changes in the insulation materials are very impor-
tant. Heat treatment of a sample as thermal aging procedure 
is a term that refers to the tendency of insulation materials 
losing the thermal resistance over time. It was reported that 
this degradation is mainly caused by the outgassing of the 
filling gas, having very low thermal conductivity, from the 
cells through a very slow diffusion. These pores could be 
filled by air having relatively higher thermal conductivity. 
Since thermal aging is so frequently used as a dispute for or 
against insulations, it is very important to understand this 
somewhat complex phenomenon. One of the most impor-
tant parameters for insulation materials for industrial appli-
cations is the longtime stability of material properties or 
knowledge about the change of properties in time, which can 
be simulated by thermal annealing. Jedediah and colleagues 
observed the following after annealing: Aerogel blankets 
suffered a change in their thermal insulation capability with 
a detectable change in density and in geometry. This change 
in size and in the density is affected by temperature, which 
could be broken by chemical changes [13]. Other researchers 
presented changes in the properties of aerogel samples after 
annealing. The changes were followed by different types of 
equipment used in materials engineering. It is exactly shown 
in Ref [14–16] that measurements with scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) completed with element analysis could 
provide indispensable information both from the structures 
and from the contaminants. After heat treating the samples, 
the study of the evolution of the structure on the nano- or the 
microscale is vital. Furthermore, reflectional tests with an 
X-ray diffractometer (XRD) in order to find the changes in 
the crystal structure should be carried out. The authors pre-
sented results with XRD apparatus [17, 18]. Other authors 
presented important information from heat-treated samples 
by using differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). Moreover, 
the application of optical microscope and executing humid-
ity test in a climatic chamber is also necessary to know the 
physical behavior of the samples [19–22]. The tested aero-
gel material contains not only silica, but different organic 
groups as methyl, OH and carbon. It was shown earlier that 
due to heat treatments structural changes can happen, which 
could lead to loss the thermal stability and increase their 
thermal conductivity [23]. First of all, it could be connected 
with the poor thermal stability of methyl groups [24]. The 
heat also has influence on the secondary particle structure—
under 527 °C—the expansion of the secondary particles can 
be observed parallel with the increasing temperature [25]. 
At higher temperatures, crystallization and densification 
could take place with decreasing of the mesopores amount, 
while macropores show an increasing trend [26]. Besides, 
it was shown that due to the heat treatment a crystalline 
phase growth in the silica aerogel samples can be expected 
[6]. However, it is not completely clear, how the structural 

changes could influence the thermal stability and the thermal 
insulation capability of these types of materials; therefore, 
executions of laboratory experiments are very important. 
In this work, aerogel samples were heat-treated at different 
temperatures, and the structural changes were established 
by Raman microscope. The connection between the experi-
mental results is also discussed in order to have more infor-
mation from the long-term performance of aerogel super 
insulation material as an efficient solution for reducing the 
energy use of buildings.

Experimental

Properties of the tested material

This is an amorphous  SiO2 aerogel embedded in a glass net. 
In our previous works, the properties are well highlighted, 
but due to the nature of the paper what is the presentation 
of the analysis of the chemical contaminants and chemical 
bonds we should highlight the main declared components 
[4, 6, 23]. As the declaration file of the manufacturer, this 
material contains approximately 40–50% of amorphous 
 SiO2, about 10–20% methylsilylated silica, polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET) and fibrous glass (textile grade) each, 
while in scattered form 0 to 5% magnesium oxide and syn-
thetic graphite [27].

Effects of the heat treatment

Two different heat treating rows were executed on the sam-
ples. Type T1) isothermal heat treatments at a fixed tem-
perature (70 °C) from 1 to 42 days (6 weeks) and Type T2) 
stepwise (isochronal) heat treatment was executed. In this 
case, the temperature in the dryer was varied between 70 °C 
and 210 °C with about 30–50 °C steps for 1 day. After both 
experimental series, different types of equipment were used 
to reveal any changes [6, 23]. The results presented in this 
paper are a continuation of previously published research; 
therefore, it is indispensable to highlight those results. In 
recent papers in Ref [4, 6, 23], different experiments were 
executed on aerogel samples after thermal annealing. It was 
showed that thermal aging (heat treatment) has significant 
consequences both in the material and in the thermal prop-
erties. Structural modifications were detected by register-
ing the sorption isotherms, where we deduced the changes 
through the modifications in the shape of the curves, see Ref 
[23]. Through SEM images, increase in the grain size was 
revealed. Dehydration and crystallization were also depicted 
by XR and DSC. Furthermore, the separation of the grains 
from the fibers was manifested, too. With a heat flow meter, 
we were able to detect the temperature-induced changes in 
the thermal conductivity.
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Measurement of the structure via Raman 
microscopy

The structure of the samples was investigated via Horiba 
Labram nano-microscope, with a green laser diode, in which 
operation wavelength was 532 nm, with a cooled CCD 
detector and a grating with 1800 lines/mm. The spectra were 
taken from the samples by a 20× objective, which resulted 
in a focused laser spot reached on the surface; furthermore, 
laser power was about 1.5 mW/cm2. The Raman spectra 
were recorded with a slit width of 200 µm, the acquisition 
time was 15 s, while the number of the accumulation was 
5, which results in a better signal-to-noise ratio. The Raman 
microscope was previously calibrated, and the automatic off-
set correction was performed. The measured spectra were 
analyzed by the spectroscopic suite LabSpec 6. The accuracy 
of the peak positions is estimated to be at least ± 1.5 cm−1.

Results and discussion

To confirm the structural changes caused by heat treatment, 
Raman spectra were taken from both the as-deposited and 
the annealed samples. The full Raman spectra are presented 
in Fig. 1 and reveal important new data belonging to the 
structural changes of the tested sample. Through a Raman 
spectrum, counts were recorded between 250 and 3600 1/cm 
wavenumbers. For clearness, the whole spectra were sepa-
rated into five parts with different wavenumber intervals, 
like the following:

• Figure 2 presents the wavenumber interval from 200 to 
600 cm−1;

• Figure 3 belongs to the wavenumber interval 600 to 
1050 cm−1;
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Fig. 1  Full Raman spectra
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Fig. 2  Raman spectra from 200 to 600 (1/cm)
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Fig. 3  Raman spectra from 600 to 1050 (1/cm)
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Fig. 4  Raman spectra from 1050 to 1500 (1/cm)
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• The signals between 1050 and 1500 are highlighted in 
Fig. 4;

• Ranges 1500–1900 and 1900–3450 are represented in 
Figs. 5 and 6, respectively.

It was shown that due to annealing the intensities of the 
peaks connected with C–O, Si–O and O–Si–O are increased, 
which is connected with the oxidation process in the studied 
samples. Besides, some new peaks could be seen on the 
Raman spectra, which are connected with the micro- or/and 
nanocrystalline phase of silicon, and this is in a good agree-
ment with our previous XRD measurements [23]. Other 
peak’s intensity is decreased or even disappeared, which 
belongs to the organic groups (methyl groups, CH, C–O, 
C–N, S–H,  CH2,  CH3, –CL, COOH vibration bands) to the 
OH groups and to the Mg–OH clusters as well as to the 
amorphous phase of silicon. However, the intensity of some 
peaks did not change or only it was a slight change, belong-
ing to the basic structural units of the silica aerogel.

According to previous studies, the bending vibration of 
methyl groups is disappeared above 400 °C. Below this tem-
perature, the peaks became not as pronounced in comparison 
with the untreated samples [28]. It could be seen in this 
case as well. The peaks attributed to the stretching vibra-
tions of the –OH roots are also decreasing. The weak peaks 
in Figs. 3 and 4 by 850 and 1465 cm−1 originate from silicon 
versus  OCH3 stretching as well as from  CH3 distortions, cor-
respondingly. In addition, the strength of the weak signal at 
980 cm−1 is due to Si with OH-stretching and it is reduced. 
The 1465 cm−1 peak due to the  CH3 deformation is also 
decreased. The intensity of another peak at the 478 cm−1 
has been decreased, but definitely not disappeared. It can be 
connected with the eight-membered (4-SiO) surface rings, 
which are clearly broken down upon annealing in air. As a 
result, the intensity of this peak is decreased. Parallel to this, 
the intensity of the signals Si–O–Si increasing as well. In the 
Raman spectra of the unannealed samples, a low wide OH-
stretching contour at 3230 cm−1 can be seen. The intensity 
of this peak also decreased after annealing. Also, the peaks 
by 237, 845 and 980 cm−1 could be connected to OH bonds 
in the structure, which weakened by the heat treatment, but 
not eliminated.

The data highlighted in Table 1 clearly show the struc-
tural changes which might cause the difference in the lambda 
value of the untreated and annealed samples. So all these 
changes have an influence on the structure, which became 
more periodical, as the ratio of the crystalline phase part 
increased in comparison with amorphous one. Furthermore, 
the intensity of organic, methyl groups and Si–C bonds also 
changed and decreased. We can state that these are the 
elementary structural parts of the aerogel sample. And of 
course, the amount of OH and water decreased during the 
annealing. These structural changes could lead to an increase 
in the pore sizes, while the specific surface area decreases 
as a result of thermal annealing, as it was shown previously 
[28]. The as-deposited silica aerogel sample has a highly 
porous and homogeneous structure, which changed due to 
heat treatment by modifying the band structure of the sam-
ple, a great amount of secondary particles could be com-
bined and the uniform pore structure could be ruined. The 
intensity of the peaks connected with carbon also fell down 
after annealing, while the intensity of the peaks connected 
with the contents of Si and O showed growth at similar con-
ditions, which was consistent with other research as well 
[28, 62].

So, it could be supposed that the quantity of Si in the 
tested probes remained constant, and the content of the O 
is increased; moreover, the carbon decreased during the 
heat treatment. As the annealing was done under atmos-
pheric air conditions, oxidization reactions occurred as a 
result –C–H connections in the methyl groups oxidized 
and formed to –C–OH groups. Furthermore, they are 
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Fig. 5  Raman spectra from 1500 to 1900  (cm−1)
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oxidized to  CO2 and  H2O, which released from the sam-
ple or linking to Si and forming Si–OH bonds in a certain 
amount. These bonds could condensate on the surface. In 
the end, the amount of carbon atoms in the structure of the 

studied silica aerogel would decrease, while the content of 
oxygen atom would increase. The untreated sample was 
in amorphous and non-crystalline phase, but as a result of 
annealing, some micro- and nanocrystalline phases were 

Table 1  Changes in the peaks of Raman spectra

Peak position/cm−1 Vibration mode Remarks for the annealing

210 Monomeric chloroform in acetone [29] Decreased, mostly disappeared
237 Mg–OH2 [30] Decreased, mostly disappeared
278 Cl bending to dichloromethane [31] Decreased, mostly disappeared
288 Vibration modes of the SiO4 tetrahedra [32] Increased
300 Transverse acoustic mode of a nanocrystalline Si peak [33] Appeared, increased
320 Longitudinal acoustic (LA) mode of amorphous silicon [34] Decreased, partly disappeared
330 Bending vibration O = N–N–Cl [35] Decreased, disappeared
373 C6H14 band [36] Decreased, disappeared
474 Eight-membered (4SiO) rings [37] Decreased
520 Nanocrystalline Si [38] Appeared, increased
571 COOH bending mode [39] Decreased
632 Si–C peak [40], Si–H vibration band [41] Did not change significantly
700 SiO4 tetrahedra [42] Did not change significantly
730 Methionine [43]

Si–N [44]
Decreased, disappeared

792 SiO quartz [45] Did not change significantly
845 OH deformation modes of MgOH [46] Decreased, disappeared
850 Si vs OCH3 stretching [37] Decreased
858 Symmetric stretching vibration of SiO4, [47] Increased
980 Si vs OH-stretching vibration [48, 49] Decreased, disappeared
990 SiO4 tetrahedra vibration [50] sequential stretching Si–O mode [51] Increased
1095 O–Si–O antisymmetric stretching mode [32] Increased
1116 Si–O–Si stretching mode [52]

C–O–C stretching [53]
Increased

1187 –Si–O–Si– vibration band [54] Did not change significantly
1280 Vibration bands of polyoxyethylene-antisymmetric CH2–CH2 twisting vibrations 

[55]
Decreased

1290 Vibration bands of polyoxyethylene-symmetric twisting vibrations about the C–O 
bond [55]

Decreased

1313 Vibration bands of polyoxyethylene-symmetric  CH2–CH2 twisting vibrations [55] Decreased
1370 Aliphatic C–H bending [56] Decreased, disappeared
1418 CH2 bonds in polyethylene [57] Increased
1440 CH2 bending methods for molten amorphous chains [57] Did not change significantly
1460 CH2 bending fashions of amorphous chains [57] Decreased
1518 C = C stretching vibration [58] Did not change significantly
1612 Symmetric C = N–N = C stretching vibration [36] Did not change significantly
1725 C = O stretching vibration carboxyl group [59] Increased
2430 C–N groups with stretching vibrations [60] Decreased
2523 S–H vibration band [61] Decreased
2626 CH symmetric stretching vibration [62] Decreased
2815, 2910, 2968 and 3002 CH,  CH2 or  CH3 groups having symmetric and antisymmetric stretching vibrations 

[63]
Decreased

3080 and 3230 (O–H) and  (NH2) groups with stretching vibrations [63]
OH-stretching modes [62]

Decreased
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detected. These are in good agreement with our previous 
studies. This leads to a more periodical and compact struc-
ture and causes a greater thermal conductivity.

All the above-mentioned structural changes could be con-
nected with the thermal insulation capability of the untreated 
and annealed probes. The lambda value of the samples 
was measured with a heat flow meter and is highlighted in 
Table 2. The thermal annealing leads to the changes to the 
microstructures, too. The structure became more periodical, 
and a less amount of methyl and OH groups exist in them. 
The bulk density decreased as a result of these structural 
changes. This could lead to the higher thermal conductivity 
of the heat-treated samples. The results of the Raman spec-
troscopy can be well harmonized with our previous results 
presented in Table 2.

It was presented earlier that after annealing the samples 
till 250 °C the thermal conductivity changes up to 0.02 W/
mK while annealing at 70 °C for 6 weeks it remains constant. 
Moreover, the type of the sorption isotherms taken up either 
from the unannealed and from the annealed ones showed 
the difference. By using BET characteristics, changes in the 
shapes could indicate changes in the morphology, and in 
this case transition from type II to type IV. Moreover, for 
the T1-type thermal annealing the density remains constant 
while for T2-type annealing it decreases with about 2%. 
This could happen by the sample’s dehydration (decrease 
in the signal of the OH groups) and/or disappearance of the 
organic groups presented in Table 1. Images were taken both 
with optical and with scanning electron microscope, and 
for the annealed samples, they showed the separation of the 
grains from the fibers and their growth. But this process was 
much advanced for the samples cured through T2 anneal-
ing. The growth of nanocrystalline grains was manifested 
both with XRD and with Raman presented in Tables 1 and 

2, resepectively. The signal of amorphous silica decreased, 
while the peak of crystalline silica appeared and increased. 
The growth of the grains can be further confirmed with the 
increasing specific heat capacity after annealing. Figure 7 
presents the formed grains caused by thermal annealing. As 
a result of this, we can conclude that the thermal insulation 
capability should change, too. 

Conclusions

Nowadays, silica aerogels are having adequate thermal insu-
lation capability and they are frequently applied as thermal 
super insulations. Fibrous insulations are usually applied 
not only for wall, but it is used as pipe, furnace and chimney 
insulation, furthermore in industrial cases. Therefore, these 
materials have to stand higher temperatures, up to 300 °C. 
But higher temperatures should cause changes both in the 
structural and thermal properties of materials. Since, before 
the use of the materials, some experimental tests should be 

Table 2  Previous experimental results on the samples [6, 23]

Experiment Unannealed sample T1 (isothermal changes) T2 (isochronal changes)

Thermal conductivity, λ (W/mK) 0.017 0.017 100 °C–200 °C: 0.018
> 200 °C: 0.020

Sorption isotherm curve, BET type Type II: macroporous adsorbents 
with strong affinities

Type IV: mesoporous adsorbents 
with strong affinities

Type IV: mesoporous adsorbents 
with strong affinities

Density (kg/m3) 150 150 147.48
Optical microscope (M = 20 ×) Fibers with grains Few numbers of grains separate 

from the fibers
A large number of grains separate 

from the fibers
SEM (M = 100 ×) Fibers with grains Few numbers of grains separate 

down from the fibers
A large number of grains separate 

down from the fibers
Hydrophobization (contact angel, 

°)
98 109 107

XRD—2Θ (°) Amorphous  SiO2 peak at 22,5-27 Twin peaks 22,5-27, maybe crys-
tallization

Twin peaks 22,5–27, maybe crys-
tallization

DSC, specific heat capacity [J/
(kg K)]

1000 1795 2656

Fig. 7  An optical image from the annealed samples
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executed by laboratories in order to see the applicability 
limit. In this paper, we studied the effect of heat anneal-
ing as aging, through drying. We compared measurement 
results reached with Raman spectroscopy to results reached 
with other equipment used in materials testing. Silica aero-
gel samples were heat-treated under different temperatures 
and for different times at atmospheric air. As a result, we 
can further conclude that the start of the structural chang-
ing process for the sample annealed as T1 method is vis-
ible, while the changes for the sample annealed through 
T2 are advanced. In this paper, we pointed on the temper-
ature-induced changes in the structures done with Raman 
spectroscopy, but now we would highlight only the most 
important ones:

1. The amorphous silica peak decreases while the crystal-
line one appears increasing.

2. Silica micro- and nanocrystals appear and grow.
3. The peaks belonging both to the OH and to the organic 

groups are decreasing.

Our results showed that the exceptional characteristics of 
the fiber-reinforced aerogels have good application possibili-
ties by using them as thermal insulators both in building and 
in the industrial sector, in this temperature range. Further-
more, we have to declare that building physics should be 
completed with experimental physics, in order to understand 
the processes and have clearer information from the long-
term performance of thermal insulations.
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